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STEERING WHEEL SPINNER
Recommended for lawn and garden 
equipment, the Steering Wheel Spinner 
securely fits all steering wheels.

LED RECHARGEABLE SITE LAMP
The ultimate wireless spotlight or safety light 
to use when completing jobs in the dark.

GEAR BAG
Keep all your equipment within arm’s reach 
with BigToolRack’s Gear Bag. Your phone, 
keys and other essential items can always 
be by your side.

CHAINSAW HOLDER
Increase the amount of room you have for 
other tools and materials with this sturdy 
BigToolRack Chainsaw Holder for tractors.

FOUR HOLE HOLDER
Our new BigToolRack Four Hole Holder is a 
great way to tidy and organise tools when 
out on a job.

5-IN-1 TOOL HOLDER
The ideal tool carrier add-on to go with our 
new BigToolRack Ultimate Rack and YardRack, 
helping to protect your long-handle tools.
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YARDRACK TOW HITCH BRACKET
This trailer hitch bracket acts as a useful tool 
carrier add-on, allowing you to use our new 
BigToolRack YardRack and pull a trailer at 
the same time.

YARDRACK WALL BRACKET
Made with high-quality materials and easy to 
install, the YardRack Wall Bracket is the optimal 
storage solution for the BigToolRack YardRack.

LIGHT KIT
The perfect rear light for your Ultimate Rack 
and YardRack.

DRAWBAR
Connecting your YardRack to your compact 
and sub-compact tractor is simple using the 
category 1 three-point hitch.

QUICK HITCH
Built with high-strength steel tubing, 
recommended for tractors with a horsepower 
of up to 50, the Category 1 Quick Hitch from 
BigToolRack can attach any piece of three-
point equipment.

UNIVERSAL TOOL HOLDER
Storing tools and components is straightforward 
with our Universal Tool Holder, even where space 
in your Ultimate Rack or YardRack is limited.
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